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Which moment?

• The moment someone calls, asking for a consultation.
• The moment you receive an email or letter with that request.
• Date and time of the appointment
• The moment the client is entering your house, which is the moment you have opened the door the let the person in your house / practice
• The moment you really start with the consultation.
The consultation chart

• Every consultation, no matter where and with whom, is suitable for a consultation chart, so not only in an astrological practice.

• The first house always signifies the client.

• If it is a couple with a consultation about their relationship, the first house signifies both. De consultation chart must be read in the way we interpret a composite.

• A consultation chart reflects the actual situation of the client, and gives an indication of future tendencies.
Examples we will look at:

• Two clients who started their therapy two days apart: their consultation charts have a lot in common, and some important differences. The story of their therapy reflected in their consultation chart. Goal: showing how small differences in very similar consultation charts show similar issues but a totally different outcome.

• A couple seeking advice in the early days of their relationship. Goals: showing how even a decade after the consultation transits and progressions in this first consultation chart still show what is happening in and around their relationship.
The consultation chart
part 2

Difficult youth, negative father, difficult marriage
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Begin therapy man, Jan. 21, 1992, 14:00
Two days later
Begin therapy woman, Jan. 23, 1992, 15:37
The consultation chart
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Consultation chart
couple
Nov. 7, 1983, 13:09
Inner circle = consultation chart
Outer circle = Jan. 15, 1985
Inner circle = consultation chart
Middle circle = sec. progressions
Outer circle = transits
Jan. 15, 1985
Inner circle = consultation chart
Outer circle = Nov. 15, 1990
Inner circle = consultation chart
Outer circle = Feb. 1, 1991
Inner circle = consultation chart
Outer circle = Dec. 29, 2001